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The exponential value of
employee advocacy
!
by Rosanna Del Noce
In this era in which we are over exposed to advertising, it
isn’t hard to understand why users of the net prefer the
messages of the less famous micro-influencers and give less
credit
influencers and sponsored messages.
Calendario to
2019 well
- Persone known
a Colori
Who are the micro-influencers?

!

Micro-influencers are people
who are
competent in a specific field or passionate
about a topic that they discuss with
enthusiasm and spontaneously; these are
the reasons why their followers consider
them a reliable source of information and
suggestions about what to buy or follow.

!

What is the difference between an
influencer and a micro-influencer?
A micro-influencer has less followers than
famous influencers.
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Even though the number of their followers varies between 1,000 and
100,000, it has been seen that micro-influencers who have an
average of 30,000 followers generate 6.7 times more engagement
than an influencer. The statistics are even more interesting when we
discuss company micro-influencers and the social platform
performance of company employees.

{

The messages are re-shared 24 times more if they
are published by the employees of the brand.
When an employee advocate publishes a post, it
has 500% more reach than when the same post is
published by the company’s official social media.

The reach shows the number of people
who actually saw the post published.

future The net has taught us to
immediately recognise artificial posts,
videos and even simple images.

!

!

The communication paradigm has
changed and the users of the net have
more trust in people they can identify
with. They prefer authentic
contents that express
competence and truth. This
assumption explains why videos in
which employees speak about their
company in a studied and unnatural
way are no longer effective.

It’s easy to distinguish between who is
speaking the truth from a structured ad.
Employees are excellent advocates only
if they share their purpose with that of
their company.

!

Many employees refuse to support
the brand when what is said
doesn’t coincide with the reality.
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Onlife reality has made us more interested in the truth and not in manipulations.
The power of company micro-influencers becomes exponential when there is reciprocity of
intentions, a reward system and real engagement to recognise the different aptitudes of each
employee. Some people are better at developing their interactive touch points, others are are
better at transferring the value of company initiatives, whilst others may be better at
supporting their colleagues on social media.
Employee Advocacy projects have become a priority for many companies that recognise the
benefits and implement them to support their marketing and communication strategies. The
2018 report: The Year of Social Advocacy In The Workplace shows us the main advantages of
an Employee Advocacy program.
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Why is it so important to have a
shared purpose within the
company?

involved in initiatives to support
common interest and have taken a stand
against events that have shaken public
opinion.

!

!

Because employee advocacy projects
take form and gain strength when the
organisation is lead by a purpose that is
not only sustainable and of service to the
community, but also has meaning for
the employees and stakeholders.

Stacia Garr and Dani Johnson carried
out a research that lasted over 6
months, in order to understand what
may be learnt from Purpose-Driven
organisations and how HR can
contribute to making companies
purpose-driven.

!

In 2020 many companies have been

The

worldwide study showed the following:

!
- 89% of managers think that employee satisfaction depends on having a strong and
shared purpose. Employees believe that their work should contribute to a larger
picture;
- 84% of managers say that a clear purpose influences positively on the ability of the
company to evolve;
- 80% of managers think that an important purpose increases customer loyalty.

!
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The HR managers of purpose-driven organisations are busy developing
authenticity and giving space to employees’ thoughts. They are aware that the
authentic words of employees are considered more impartial than those of the
CEO and afford more credibility and reliability to the brand.

!

They increase employee engagement on social media by providing tools and training that will
enhance their communication and relationship building skills. Purpose-driven organisations
pay attention to the reciprocity of intentions, starting from the phases of attraction and
recruiting. They are aware that the whole employee experience is guided by a clear and
shared purpose.

!

The HR managers who want to develop a purpose-driven culture
need to focus on 5 areas.

9
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Each of these 5 areas aims to align the quality
of the employee experience with the company
purpose, starting from onboarding it is
essential for people to be aware that they have
a unique role as stakegivers and stakeholders:
they give and receive value.

{

Involving employees in employee advocacy
projects can create a competitive advantage if the
new paradigms of communication are respected
and the new rules of brand reputation are kept in
mind.

!
!

With 76% of people trusting
contents shared by people
more than that shared by the
official pages of the brand,
there is good reason to
recognise and benefit from the
exponential power of
employees as brand advocates.
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An interview with my hero
This exercise is an opportunity to become more aware of our
professional purpose, of the uniqueness of our contribution and
what we want to bring to our work and the world.

“HUSTON CAN YOU HEAR ME?”
by Eugenio Nicotra
We need heros and values to believe in. Since ancient times human civilisation has
been built on abstract ideas, beliefs and religions, all of which allowed the homo sapiens to
fight for common goals, to evolve, to develop new technologies, thus overtaking all the other
species in terms of ability and power and ultimately to dominate this planet.

!

This need for myths and values has caused us over time to build vast empires, companies,
nations and all kinds of organisations. Over the last century we also built brands and makes.
Men and women over time have lived, fought and even died for a flag, for a
country, for an ideal. Sapiens are able to cooperate extremely flexibly with a indefinite
number of their similars. How? By sharing a hero, a mission, a scope... in the final analysis
values. Youval Noah Harari explained this concept very clearly in the book Sapiens, from men to gods..
So why do these heros and values, that so deeply condition our collective, have such a hard
time emerging in companies?
Too often we experience a painful detachment from the declared values in our
various organisational “Mission Statements” and what really happens in our
every day reality.

!
“Huston, can you hear me? We have a problem!”
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The heros and icons (or perhaps
today we should call them i
influencers?) are living a second
birth and in these emotionally difficult
times, they’ve become something to hold
onto and a stimulus to drive our
subconscious to finding a link between our
shattered dreams, a contradictory reality
and an uncertain future.
Heros are therefore characters who
don’t belong to “normality” but refer
to exemplary guides to whom we may
aspire, knowing full well that even
heros have their Achilles heel.
Nobody’s perfect.

A person who attracted
personality is the main
winning film of 2000,
Russell Crowe who plays
Massimo Decimo Meridio.

{

me for his disruptive and intense
character in Ridley Scott’s OscarGladiator, starring the magnificent
the elusive Roman Hispanic general

Strength and honor
Cit.: Massimo Decimo Meridio “Forza e onore”

!
I was particularly struck by the theme of strength combined
with honor, which has nothing to do with the war or violent
situations, as most likely it was during the Roman Empire.

Rosanna Del Noce
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In my opinion, strength has nothing to
do with muscles, weapons or violence,
but with mental stability, psychological
balance and moral integrity. I see it more
as Master Yoda’s vision in the Star Wars
saga.
Strength is first and foremost selfcontrol and resilience in the face of
adversity.

Today we need strength to resist the
difficulties of life, unforeseen events in
business, adverse situations, even those
like the COVID 19 pandemic (November
2020).
There are situations which arrive
suddenly and unexpectedly, just like
Assim Nicholas Taleb
described in
Black Swans.

You can’t build the future on an unstable
foundation, like a windsurf board or by selling off
your values. We have to have strength, courage
and our feet firmly on the ground to face the
storms of life. So we can get up and go.
But to be strong one must have courage, which isn’t the absence of fear, but rather
the understanding that there something more important than fear. We mustn’t be afraid
to take a strong position, that expresses our point of view, acting in first person,
without delegating to others or hiding.

!

Strength is not compromising on the things that matter. To sum up, strength
means making choices, fighting for our values, everyday, not every other day.

14
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To conclude, strength is kindness and
empathy. Determination and the
willingness to act positively in the world.
Strength is helping those who have less
than you and are in difficulty.
Honor is a term that is now obsolete and
horribly misinterpreted.

Honor means behaving correctly
towards others, keeping one’s
word, listening to one’s neighbor
with empathy, respect and
attention, responding for our
behavior, acting with fairness and
justice.

United we win
Massimo Decimo Meridio “Whatever comes out
of those gates, we’ll have a greater chance of
surviving if we fight together. Understood? We
we are united, we’ll survive!”

!

{

The unity of purpose, the strength of cohesion, the energy that aggregates around an idea.
Having a common purpose, living shared values with ethics day by day has never been
more important than in these times.
Cit.: Massimo Decimo Meridio: “Only together will we survive!”
But what do we see too often around us: companies that speak about wonderful values,
which they then deny through their own behavior, politics without a clear vision for the
future, international organisations that don’t intervene in the face of, unjust globalisation,
companies that exploit resources without restraint and then declare to the market that
they’re a “green company”, etc. We could go on and the list would be very long. If on the
one hand our being united “as one man” will be the only way we can survive Covid 19, our
mission must be to radically change the “old normal”. Through our values and behaviours
we can truely bring about change!
Positive heros accompany us in our life and always remain there, still, like polar stars to
show us the way. We find our star and choose to travel with those who share our dream.
As from today, we can try to change what’s wrong in our society together, putting
humanity not over, but in equilibrium with the most wonderful ecosystem
ever created in the universe, planet earth.

15
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People are the new brand
People involved in the ecosystem of the company, be they
employees, clients, candidates, end users are all the microinfluencers who are highly credible and have a lot of influence.

PEOPLE AND INTERIM NORMAL
by Joelle Palange
My reflection is based on the changes we are experiencing, the pandemic and the resulting
economic crisis. Events which have speeded up the processes that began some time ago, but
were stalled in their development. We are living in uncertain times and this transition will
likely continue for the next 18-24 months.
In July 2020, Brian Solis, a well knwn author, anthropologist and global innovation
evangelist in Salesforce, said: “I don’t refer to this new normal or to future normality. For the
next 18-24 months, we will be in a temporary normality, a state of transition and uncertainty.
We will not be able to go back to how we did things in the past, but we can move forward with
conviction, as we have no prior experience in a global pandemic of this magnitude. We are
learning and inventing as we go along.”

!

The transition to digitalisation, which in Italy still has a long way to go, is of little use if it isn’t
applied to support and develop “human capital”.

!

In this magazine we talk about Coevolution – the evolution of an
organisation is possible only when it involves not only the
employees, but also all the other stakeholders.

Rosanna Del Noce
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Organisations should start from this
step: the people, who understand and
have access to all the knowledge
required, they know what has evolved
and changed: this is one of the reasons
why people are so strategic.

!

We should begin with a question, how
can I make sure that everyone,
each stakeholder, can contribute to
getting back on track?

!

It is always extremely important to
ponder strategies that involve employee
engagement.

We all know that

when a person feels

appreciated, listened to and part of a bigger picture,
of which they share the basic values, they are more
motivated to contribute to finding new ideas.
!
Society has changed and is still evolving, if we think about the millennials and the Z
generation, we can see that these generations are bringing a lot of changes to the corporate
world.
Communication has become faster and more direct. This is positive but also presents a risk,
because it requires us to pay attention to how we communicate at work, we need to
encourage people to work together, be kind and transparent. The sense of belonging avoids
the generation and spreading of false information which is always damaging to the
business. It is essential to ensure clear information which circulates not only internally but
externally to the company.

Rosanna Del Noce
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Starting again by putting people at the
centre of the organisations is, in my
opinion, how we need to start from
scratch. To educate comes from the
Latin word “educere”, which literally
means to draw out, to breed, to guide.
Sometimes we may believe that
education belongs only to the first years
of our life, that it ends when we become
adults. Instead, education is a life-long
path. We can learn at every age and
develop our abilities and knowledge our
whole existence. We should aim at
continuous learning, in order to face the
future with increasing awareness.

Health is a state of total physical, mental
and social wellbeing, not just to the
absence of illness.
The definition of disability in the 2001
ICF, took into consideration for the first
time our interaction with the
environment.

!

The environment we live in, in an
ecological sense is abilitating; so the
more the physical aspects, relationships
and values are florid, the more the
person will be able to express their skills
and wish to learn and develop their
competencies.

The changes taking place require us to reconsider our welfare policies, in
order to ensure a work-life balance. All activities should be redesigned for a
home and smart-working dynamic. We will need to redefine the meaning of
teamwork and reconsider the office as being the hub for ideas and
interpersonal relationships.

Rosanna Del Noce
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Words with an exponential effect
In the on-life dimension, words have an exponential effect because
there are no boundaries between public and private lives, or our
professional and personal spheres.

DIVERSITY…A SUCCESS ENABLER
by Mouna Lekchiri
Diversity is becoming a business imperative for a number of reasons.

!
!

“The challenges that face society cannot rely on one kind of
intelligence or perspective”, “So we need to think of diversity not
just in terms … of gender, but in terms of how we approach issues,
… in terms of how we see issues, … just really much, much broader
than I think … “ said Wendy Luhabe founder of Women
Investment Portfolio Holdings in South Africa.

!

I cannot agree more with this statement especially during this challenging time and based on
my experience as a woman working in complex engineering & industrial male dominant
environments. The pandemic is continuing to impact our way to doing business, and our way
of interacting with each other at an accelerated pace like never before.

Rosanna Del Noce
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Not only is this the time to lead with
empathy and strong human skills; skills
that women are naturally stronger at;
but it is the time to realize that

As Stephen R. Covey says, “Strength
lies in differences, not in
similarities” and my professional
experience is an example.

!

diversity is not only about
gender but also about
acknowledging that our
differences are key to have an
open mind, and to see things
from different perspectives
ultimately enabling us to reach
goals and objectives we would
never have thought possible.

My professional journey was very
challenging, firstly as one of the few
women working in such an
environment, and secondly as one of
the very few business backgrounds
working in operations where projects
managers are mostly engineers leading
complex technical high-profile projects.

Although still limited, these environments have started their
transition towards a more diverse environment where
women are playing an important part especially
when it comes to emotional intelligence skills such as empathy
and human skills where women thrive.

20
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This is because organizations started understanding the direct link emotional intelligence has
with high performance and great leadership. Since when I started my journey as Project
Manager for such challenging projects, I have made emotional intelligence my number one
ally to meet and exceed business objectives. Having to lead multi-disciplinary and multicultural teams, I ensured my role as a leader for these teams mostly located in different parts
of the world, is the one of a hands-on leader with passion, business acumen and the ability to
create an inspiring team environment based on an open communication culture, while always
placing a high value in building relationships with stakeholders to achieve business
objectives.

!

More importantly, someone who is ready to learn when it comes to technical aspects
necessary to manage properly the assigned projects while empowering the team members
possessing the technical know-how and expertise. I must admit that this strategic mindset
summed up with years of experience in dealing with multiple levels of stakeholders while
putting at the top the coaching & mentoring teams for greater productivity has led to
outstanding outcomes thanks to a higher level of engagement.
I believe that open-mindedness and a fair amount of
modesty are key to personal development and
growth, and every leader should develop these traits,
which are necessary to learn new things, gain
insights, and establish authentic relationships.
Furthermore, with the pandemic it is becoming even
more important to manage remotely global teams
remotely. The ability to connect and engage
customers, and stakeholders without a face to face
meeting has become an imperative skill, and women
can definitely have a significant role especially when
it comes to leading teams remotely.
As such, I can only confirm the central role emotional intelligence has played in my
personal experience more particularly during these challenging times,
and would
recommend organizations to ensure women & minorities play a key role in this transition
towards more diverse & inclusive environments where differences can be a success enabler.
Today more than ever there is a need to foresee and prepare for the continuous evolvement
of the workplace and diversity shall be seen as a foundation for creating an environment of
trust with all stakeholders.

Rosanna Del Noce
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MARKETING LOVES HR
HR LOVES MARKETING
!

Take care of relationships
with concrete actions
by Maria Grazia Russo
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9th March 2020 – 9.00pm. Most of Italy is glued to the tv, President Conte is about to speak
to the nation. When the the announcement is made, all hearts miss a beat. Italy is in
Lockdown.
Do you remember that moment? Even though most of us had understood that things were
moving in a certain direction, I’m not sure how many of us actually expected this outcome.
Although the pandemic was a real threat, to those areas of Italy that weren’t so heavily
involved it seemed like a distant one.

{

!

How did you feel in that moment? It’s
important to re-live that emotion,
because it is what this article is all about.

I personally felt lost, insecure and blocked, because I knew that the way we lived and worked,
the planning we had agreed to at work, all the activities agreed upon would be at risk in the
lockdown. I also felt fear for the future. My fear wasn’t only related to my personal and my
family’s well being, but regarded the economic repercussions. I couldn’t imagine what this
unsure future would look or feel like.

!
From the day after the announcement, we had to somehow pick up the thread and work out
what to do. At that time I was in charge of Communication and Trade Marketing for

Cromology.
A question came up almost immediately. “What can we do to support those
retailers who can stay open?”
Naturally the established methods had been razed to the ground by the lockdown, the sales
force certainly couldn’t go to see retailers and the latter were in no state of mind to listen to
agents talk about commercial initiatives.
So?
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The values, mindset and the corporate
culture guided us and showed us the way in
that delicate moment.
The culture of Cromology is based on the
concept of partnership towards retailers,
employees and the community at large. It is
guided by strong, shared values including
Safety in the workplace and Collective
Victory. All values that at that particular
time took on an even stronger and more
decisive meaning.
So, we listened, we spoke with the retailers,
putting ourselves in their shoes. What
emerged was the really strong feeling of not
knowing how to move forward.

!

“If I were a retailer, what
would I need right now?”

Above all clarity. The ability to better orient oneself to government
decrees issued up to that moment as well as to protect one’s health
and wellbeing.
So a guide called “Covid-19: tips to manage your point of sale” was put together very quickly,
illustrating in detail the nature of the Covid-19 disease, as well as the main known means of
contagion at the time. We reasoned that knowing the problem better, would help to deal with
it more effectively.. We then looked at three main areas: employee management, dealing with
external couriers and managing the store to ensure customer safety.
The guide was accompanied by posters, to be posted at the point of sale.

!
25
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These outlined the measures to be taken in each
business, in order to ensure the safety of the
entrepreneur, their employees and their
customers. The smaller retailers, paint shops and
hardware stores – which were almost always open
during the crisis – didn’t have access to graphic
designers and for them to have the marketing
support with ready-made materials was seen as
one less problem to solve.
Even sharing the guide was important. It was
forwarded by our sales force, who first called to
explain the initiative: Cromology is by your side.
The real value of this initiative and of the other
tools that were produced over the following
weeks, was that it related to an intangible
element, the emotions and state of mind of our
retailers. This activated a series of
perceptions.

Calendario 2020 - Persone a Colori

The emotions mentioned earlier, such as fear, disorientation and uncertainty, were all felt to
a greater or lesser extent by our retailers. But they couldn’t sit still, they all had to react.

To not find yourself alone in that situation, but to have a real
partner who virtually reached out and said “I’m here and I’ll help
you solve at least the practical issues ”, made all the difference in
that moment.

!
Cromology was consistent with its values. It was thanks to these values that it picked up and
started again. Through these values it spoke with its partners, making the relationship with
the retailers even more solid. This initiative had a great sounding board on the market,
thanks also to the comments on social media. As a result Cromology received many requests
for interviews from specialized magazines. The news also naturally spread to dealers of the
competition. Managing communication, taking care of the relationship with people were
winning factors, we didn’t need to reinvent ourselves. All that was required was to remain
faithful to our values.

26
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Coevolution has begun
The ecological vision of managers
by Amanda Fracanzani

Calendario 2019 - Persone a Colori

One thing that all participants in the CoEvolution labs have
in common, is the awareness that something needs to change
in today’s management style and approach.

!
More and more managers are feeling the need to distinguish their personal values and
purpose, in order to better blend them with those of the organisations for which they work.
One aspect that everyone has very clear, is that leadership has a direct impact on
organisational performance through the management of the most important asset in any
company, its people.

27
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Today, the global market is facing
challenges that even when overcome,
will leave an indelible mark on how
things are done.

Likewise, if we have encouraged a
culture of free speech, our employees
will not be afraid to express their doubts,
issues or worries.

!

!
Ecological management
refers to responsible
ethical behavior, which will

There are several new terms being used
in business, such as “ecological
management or leadership”. But what
exactly does this refer to? Essentially
we’re talking about a series of behaviors
and language that need to be adopted to
distinguish the leadership style of
successful managers. Being ethical,
compassionate and empathic are central
to influence how our resources perceive
us. Another key factor is to be aware of
our habitual behavioral patterns.
Most of us become predictable in
time, if we have invested in our
relationships with all our
stakeholders, we will have
developed relationships based on
trust.

guarantee survival in the long term.
When we speak about responsibility, we
have to encompass the economical,
social and “ecological” dimensions. So,
not only the sustainability of the
financial results achieved, but also the
creation of solid, healthy relations with
all our stakeholders.

!

Lastly, when we refer to the ecological
dimension we refer not only to positive
behavior within our company
environment,

SCOPRI LE DATE DEI 3 WORKSHOP GRATUITI
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but also our sensibility to the preservation of the planet, our awareness of social issues and
our capacity to take concrete action to sustain this awareness. According to Maak and Pless
(2006), in today’s stakeholder-oriented society, a “leader becomes a coordinator and a
cultivator of relationships towards different stakeholder groups”. These stakeholder groups
include amongst others, employees, clients and customers, business partners, the social and
natural environment, and shareholders. This results in a complex network of different parties
and individuals who have different demands and interests towards a company.

This means “that corporations are no longer solely accessed against
their economic bottom line, but also against their ability to preserve
and improve the state of the natural environment and to contribute to
the wellbeing of society.”

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

An ecological leader not only must be able to
determine how, why and for whom they need
to act, especially in dynamic and complex
situations where they need to make fast
decisions, they need to be fully aware of the
consequences of their actions both internally,
socially and economically. They need to
demonstrate through their personal conduct,
appropriate behavior that will promote twoway communication. They must be honest,
trustworthy and fair. They must be aware that
employees tend to imitate their managers’
behavior.

In 2014, Daniel Coleman wrote that it is crucial that businesses reinvent themselves for the
long term. By defining shared values that are supported by both the company and its
stakeholders, the focus can move away from financial goals alone, towards benefiting all
stakeholders connected, and or affected by the company. He further explained that studies
have shown better financial outcomes for consciously operating companies than companies
solely focusing on their profit.
So, ecological management requires us to question existing systems, in order to see what they
could become and change them for the better. An ecological leader will think in terms of “we”
rather than “us and them”. They will work to benefit the widest circle, including the welfare of
humanity and the planet. Are you ready to join this exciting movement?
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There

is

a

corporate

asset

which

produces exponential benefits.
The

time

has

come

to

use

it

in

perfect harmony with the evolution

”

of the market.
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Let’s interpret reality
Is the job of our dreams
overestimated?
by Alberto Manieri

Calendario 2019 - Persone a Colori

!
I’ve always believed, and made it my life philosophy, in the need to
follow our inclinations. I believe we should allow our talent to
merge with our passion in our professional life.

!

“Do what you love, and you’ll never work a day in your life” is one of Confucious’ most
famous sayings, as well as being a very popular quote used by many start-ups over the
last decade.
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Following our dreams can however be
quite misleading. If we act only based on
our passion, we risk not to find the right
professional outlet. If we are guided only
by our vocation, we’ll find it hard to ask
for money in return for our work,
because we’ll be responding to a deeper
calling, “we’d have done it anyway”. If we
simply follow the economic return, we
may find ourselves at a certain point, no
longer sure why we are in that particular
job or profession.

As we spend at least one third of our
days working, it is essential to know how
and where we’re investing our energy, in
order not to feel empty in one of the
areas of our existence.

!

So, how should we orient ourselves in
the sea of possibilities that face us?

!

Should we really look for the job of our
dreams so we can live happily and not
feel burdened by our work?

In an ideal world, who knows what would happen if
everyone pursued their dreams. We’d have a world full of
“entrepreneurs of themselves” who studied in the
“university of life”.
Calendario 2019 - Persone a Colori

At a certain point, I asked myself, seeing so many start-ups being created and young selfmade entrepreneurs appear and disappear in the space of a few years (1).
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Some of these realities actually cater for market demands of course, but others correspond
simply to a personal attempt to make a dream come true. I’ve actually met many people who
are happy in their jobs, even if they aren’t considered to be “cool” roles

{
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

I asked myself why a person would be happy being a post
office clerk? Why would anyone dream of spending their
nights paving the highways? Does someone really choose
to be a maid?

One thing I can say, is that I’ve never met any parents who want their kids to do these jobs.
In the past, it was only those who didn’t go to school who ended up being bricklayers. Young
people who were not going to school, were entrusted to a neighboring “tutor”, and that
activity became the occupation of their lifetime.

The social issues that emerge from this reflection are two:
1. The superficiality of knowledge which makes Confucious look more like a
dispenser of aphorisms found in fortune cookies, rather than a philosopher,
the father of thought, ethical humanism and one of the most influential
thinkers in Eastern history.
2. The phobia of mediocrity that reaps more prey than a pandemic virus.
Is this the great fear that causes the frantic search for a dream job? It appears to find
confirmation in the innate drive of human beings towards self-realization. The problem is
that this inclination often clashes with a much more complex ecosystem, made up of supply
and demand, in which we are all involved. (2).

!
So, does the dream job really exist?
!

I have to conclude that it doesn’t. But I do believe it is necessary to rehabilitate the image of
work in its essence, to ensure that the very young, still looking for guidance, can express their
talents, whatever they may be and not waste time in looking for social recognition and an
individualism that will remove them from reality.
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A colleague who, in response to my article
in the previous issue of Coevolution
Magazine (3), sent me an extract from
Philip Roth’s famous interview “the man
who was saved by his job” with Primo
Levi to help me reflect on the importance
of dignity in work.

for six months hated the Germans, their
food, their language, their war; but when they
got him to build walls, he made them straight
and solid, not out of obedience, but
professional dignity”.
We are the ones who instill dignity in what
we do.
The intention and purpose of an action make
it unique and unrepeatable. If we stop chasing
the best version of ourselves, risking to forget
who we really are, we may find that the world
is full of opportunities.

«In Auschwitz I often noticed a curious
phenomenon: the need to do a good job is
soCalendario
deep rooted,
thata Colori
it pushes us to do
2019 - Persone
well even in imposed, slave labour
situations. The Italian bricklayer who
saved my life by secretly bringing me food

!
!
Confiucious’ teaching should perhaps be read
backwards: love what you do and you won’t work
a day in your life.
!
If you’d like to contact me alberto@albertomanieri.com
(1) Andrea Cavallaro and Andrea Gaschi, “Innovation and failure, the 90% legend: let’s do some fact checking”, Economy Up
(2) Enrico Marro, “Why does Italy create “useless” graduates for companies?”, Il Sole 24 ore, 6th March 2019.
(3) “You aren’t your job”, Coevolution Magazine, October 2020.
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Our consulting projects are designed to enhance and
accelerate reaching strategic goals.

!

Our main areas of competence are:
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